The State-Of-The-Art In Probabilistic Risk Analysis And
Decision Support For Mining Projects
• Creates a single integrated model that simulates all relationships
and risk sources over the lifespan of mining projects
• Identifies, quantifies and analyzes all uncertainties and
consequences affecting project success or failure
• Incorporates risk assessment into the investment decision process
• Represents uncertainty in stochastic processes, parameters
and future or uncertain events explicitly
• Simulates uncertainty in “soft” elements such a political actions, public
acceptance, stakeholder reactions and regulatory outcomes
• Assesses likelihood of occurrence and probable consequences
• Indicates interdependencies automatically
• Facilitates the reuse and sharing of modeling across an organization
• Identifies and develops appropriate prioritization and mitigation strategies
• Provides an easily understood communication tool for gaining
financial, regulatory, political and public support
• Rapidly responsive to high-level “what if” questions
• Links all related findings and documents in support and defense of decisions
• Moves from a risk assessment to a project management tool as the project
moves past the decision process into project implementation
• Results in significant mining project cost savings
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Clarify Decisions.
Manage Risk.

From Early Project
Evaluation Through
To Decommissioning
There’s A Better
Way To Mitigate
Mining Project
Risk In Support Of
Decision-Making

Project Complexity Compounds Investment Risk
Decisions regarding capital investment in large, long-term mining projects are inherently risky
due to broad uncertainties with consequences that are often unclear. As strategic decisionsupport specialists, Predicus applies a highly efficient, state-of-the-art probabilistic risk
assessment process that uniquely enhances executive-level decision-making when dealing
with uncertainties like these:
•   What

risks do political factors at the national, regional and local level
represent? What actions, timing and investment best mitigate political and social risks
to avoid project disruption or impasse?

•   What risks will likely be faced through the permitting process? What
regulatory hurdles must be overcome, in what order, and what actions are required to
mitigate project delays?
•   What risks do land acquisition and site access represent? What is the
likelihood of site and rights-of-way procurement for production, processing, transport and
waste management in the face of area social, economic and environmental issues?
•   What risks to infrastructure does the locale present? How do political,
economic and environmental interdependencies impact infrastructure priorities, costs and
timing of investment?
•   What risks do the combined technical issues pose? How best can
geotechnical uncertainties be concluded? How will groundwater and other processing
and remediation resources be developed and costs mitigated? How will secondary ore
deposits impact the success of the project?
•   What risks to mineability affect achievement of production levels? What
steps must be taken to ensure the sustainability of draw rates and control operating costs
over the life of the project?
•   What

risks does production grade dilution present as mining
progresses? Can realistic scenarios be modeled to simulate mitigation strategies for
grade variability over the life of the project?

•   What

risks does long-term disruption bring at various stages of the
project? How does timing of events impact the overall success of the project? What
strategies can mitigate holding costs as the result of disruptive events, whether internal or
external, man-caused or natural?

Predicus Brings New Levels Of Clarity To DecisionMaking For Complex, High-Risk Mining Projects
Truly effective decision strategies encompass a broad range of issues that must be quantified and
tempered by unbiased expert opinion. The Predicus Decision Support Process simulates the impact
of all forms of risk, technical and non-technical. It identifies mitigation strategies and delivers the
decision-making framework that supports management decisions over the life of large projects. It
models probable outcomes quantitatively and holistically. Quickly responsive to input changes, it
combines industry and risk analysis expertise with superior tools resulting in significant savings of time
and expense for our clients.

The Predicus Process
Step 1: Definition
• Define mining project goals through dialogue with client’s project team
• Define successful project outcomes and measures of success
• Assess availability of relevant and current data
• Assemble Predicus team expertise—purpose-built for the specific project

Step 2: Vision
• Conduct a Success Precedence Diagram (SPD) workshop led by the Predicus team to
develop the project’s basic logic sequence
• Confirm vision of successful outcomes in collaboration with client personnel

Step 3: Elicitation
• Create the initial shell of the holistic project model based on SPD input
• Map areas of focus for Predicus expert elicitation process
• Conduct elicitation workshops in collaboration with client personnel in a technical,
financial and political risk discovery process

Step 4: Modeling
• Develop a dynamic graphical project model based upon elicitation input and risk
evaluations
• Assess probability of success for all project scenarios and options
• Determine potential benefits of reducing uncertainties that impact key project objectives

Step 5: Simulation
• Present simulations to client management—holistically and modularly
• Conduct interactive model refinements in collaboration with management
• Present the potential benefits of reducing specific uncertainties
• Evaluate and adjust mitigation strategies

